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Abst ract - - In  this paper we study approximation methods for analytic functions that have been 
"spliced" into nonintersecting subdomains. We assume that we are given the first 2N + 1 Fourier 
coefficients for the functions in each subdomain. The objective is to approximate the "spliced" 
function in each subdomaln and then to "glue" the approximations together in order to recover the 
original function in the full domain. 
The Fourier partial sum approximation i each subdomain yields poor results, as the convergence 
is slow and spurious oscillations occur at the boundaries of each subdomain. Thus once we "glue" 
the subdomain approximations back together, the approximation for the function in the full domain 
will exhibit oscillations throughout the entire domain. 
Recently methods have been developed that successfully eliminate the Gibbs phenomenon for 
analytic but nonperiodic functions in one dimension. These methods are based on the knowledge of 
the first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients and use either the Gegenbauer polynomials (Gottlieb et al.) or 
the Bernoulli polynomials (Abarbanel, Gottlieb, Cai et al., and Eckhoff). 
We propose a way to accurately reconstruct a "spliced" function in a full domain by extending 
the current methods to eliminate the Gibbs phenomenon i  each nonintersecting subdomain and 
then "gluing" the approximations back together. We solve this problem in both one and two dimen- 
sions. In the one-dimensional case we provide two alternative options, the Bernoulli method and 
the Gegenbauer method, as well as a new hybrid method, the Gegenbauer-Bernoulli method. In the 
two-dimensional case we prove, for the very first time, exponential convergence of the Gegenbauer 
method, and then we apply it to solve the "spliced" function problem. 
ieywords - -G ibbs  phenomenon, Fourier series, Gegenbauer polynomials, Bernoulli polynomials, 
Exponential accuracy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cons ider  an  ana ly t i c  and  per iod ic  funct ion  f (x )  def ined on  [a, b] that  has  been sp l i t  in to  two 
non in tersect ing  funct ions  f l (x)  and f2 (x )  in the  subdomains  [a,c] and [c, b], where  a < c < b. 
The  funct ions  in each  subdomain  are  no longer  per iodic .  Now, suppose  that  the  f irst 2N + 1 
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Fourier coefficients for each subdomain 
= - f(x)e (-2~k~)/(c-a) dx, 
c - -a  
1 f(x)e ( 2~k~x)/(b e)dx, 
]2 (k )  = b - c 
are known. The Fourier partial sum approximation to the function in each subdomain 
N 
I (x) -- j = 1,2, (1.1) 
k=-N 
yields poor results. The convergence rate of equation (1.1) for nonperiodic functions is slow with 
error O(1/N) away from the boundaries, and exhibits purious oscillations of order O(1) at the 
boundaries. This is called the Gibbs phenomenon [1]. Furthermore, summing the approximations 
in each subdomain to obtain an approximation to f(x) over the entire domain [a, b] results in 
the spurious oscillations at the center point x = c as well as at the exterior boundary points 
x = a and x = b. Therefore, even though f(x) is smooth and periodic on [a, b], the resulting 
Fourier approximation after "splicing" f(x) into different nonintersecting subdomains no longer 
converges! 
Recently, methods based on the knowledge of the Fourier coefficients ](k) of a smooth but 
nonperiodic function f(x) in a general interval [a, b], have been developed ([2-4] and later [5]) 
that successfully eliminate the Gibbs phenomenon. 
Here, we consider a smooth (not necessarily periodic) function f(x) in an interval [a, b] that 
has been split into nonintersecting subdomains. By extending the current heory, we propose a 
way to accurately reconstruct f(x) in [a, b] by "gluing" the approximations in each subdomain 
together. 
We solve this problem in both one and two dimensions. In the one-dimensional c se we provide 
two alternative options, the Bernoulli method, [2,5], and the Gegenbaner method, [4], as well as 
a new hybrid method called the Gegenbauer-Bernoulli method. In the two-dimensional case we 
prove, for the very first time, exponential convergence of the Gegenbauer method for analytic but 
nonperiodic two-dimensional functions. Although the focus of this study is on spliced pictures, for 
simplicity we prove all of our results for the interval [-1, 1], noting that a simple transformation 
leads to the same results in any general interval. Furthermore, this study applies to any piecewise 
analytic function, as long as the picture is spliced at the points of discontinuity. 
2. THE BERNOULL I  METHOD 
2.1. The Method of Reconstruct ion 
The objective of the Bernoulli method is to employ the Bernoulli polynomials to construct an 
approximation to f(x) based on the knowledge of ](k). This method exploits the rapid decay 
rate of the Fourier coefficients for smooth and periodic functions. We follow the description i  [5] 
closely, and refer readers there for more detail. 
We begin by defining the magnitude ofthe jump discontinuity off(x) and its first n derivatives, 
An=[f (n) (1) ] - [ f ( " ) ( -1) ] ,  (2.1) 
which leads to the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f(x) be a continuous nonperiodic function. Then for [kt >_ 1 and any Q > 0 
Q An 1 f: AQ+I 
/(k) = e 2( ik) +1 + : j_, 
e-ik~rx dx. (2.2) 
n=0 
The proof is given in [5,6]. | 
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Using the lemma above, the partial Fourier sum, 
N 
fN(x) = /(k)e (2.3) 
k=-N 
can be rewritten as 
Q 
fg(x) = WN(X) + ~ AnVn(x), (2.4) 
n=0 
where wN(x) is the partial sum defined as 
WN(X) =" Z (~/_11 AQ+I e-ikTrXdx) eik~'x' (2.5) 
k-----N 
and Vn(x) are the Bernoulli polynomials whose Fourier coefficients satisfy 
e_ikTr 
(l?.) = 2(Trik)~+l, k = +1,+2, . . . ,  
k 0, k = 0. 
The first Bernoulli function, Vo(x), is defined as 
1 
go(x) = -~(x  + 1), x e [-1, 1], (2.6) 
and the subsequent functions Vn(x) satisfy the relationship 
Yn(x) = f Yn-l(x) dx, n = 1,2, . . . ,  (2.7) 
where the constants of integration are determined by 
l_ Vn(x) dx = 0, n = 1,2 , . . . .  (2.8) 
1 
Note that wg(x) approximates a Q + 1 times continuously differentiable function w(x) on the 
interval [-1, 1], and thus the Fourier coefficients of the partial sum wg (x) decay like O(1/(kQ+2)) 
as k --* =t=oo. It is now possible to obtain an algebraically accurate approximation to f(x) by 
evaluating wg(x) and ~'~Q=o An Vn(x) separately. 
The algorithm of the Bernoulli method of reconstruction can be described as follows. 
• Rewrite f(x) as 
Q 
f(x) = w(x) + ~ AnVn(x), (2.9) 
n=O 
where w(x) is some Q times continuously differentiable function in the interval [-1,1], An 
is defined in equation (2.1), and Vn(x) is defined in equations (2.6)-(2.8). Q represents 
the total number of Bernoulli polynomials employed. 
• Compute the jump functions An for n = 0 , . . . ,  Q. 
• Evaluate the Fourier coefficients @(k) by equation (2.9). 
Q 
E ~h(k) = ](k) - An k' " n=0 (2.10) 
=/(0). 
• Calculate the Fourier partial sum WN(X) from ~(k). 
• Approximate f(x) by equation (2.4). 
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To compute An, we define (see [5]) 
Ck -- (.f(k) - Cv(k)) . (2.11) 
Thus, (2.10) is equivalent o the system of equations 
Q 
n~0 
Since coefficients ~(k) decay like O(1/(kQ+l)) and the coefficients ](k) decay like O(1/k), for ]k[ 
large enough we can approximate 
Ck ~ ](k) _= Ok. (2.13) 
The difference (Ck -- C'k) is of order O(1/(kQ+l)), and thus the values An in the relation (2.12) 
can be estimated by the system 
Q 
ZAn(Vn)  =Ck (2.14) 
k 
n----0 
for large Ikl. In [5], it is shown that the error in approximating An is of the order O(1/(NQ-n+I)). 
The different options in choosing the Q + 1 values of k will be discussed in Section 4. ~(k) is 
now evaluated by equation (2.10) and w(x) is consequently approximated by 
N 
~(x)  = ~ ~(k)e '~ .  (2.15) 
k~-N 
Finally, f(x) is estimated as 
Q 
f.(~) = ~N(~) + ~ A.V.(~). 
n=O 
Exact 
1.0 . . . .  Fourier Partial Sum 
0.5 
X 
i 0.0 
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 x 
Figure la. Approximation of f(x) ---- e T M  by the Fourier partial sum for N = 32. 
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Figure lb. Approximation of S(x)  = e T M  by the Bernoulli method for N = 8 and 
Q- -4 .  
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Figure 2. Bernoulli method pointwise convergence for Example 2.1 with respect to 
Q for N= 16. 
2.2. Numer ica l  Examples  
We provide a couple of numerical examples for which we are given the first 2N + 1 Fourier 
coefficients of the "spliced" function in each subinterval, [-1, 0] and [0, 1]. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.  
f (x )  = e TM,  x E [--1, 1]. (2.16) 
The Gibbs phenomenon in the approximation of Example 2.1, prevalent in Figure la partic- 
ularly at x = 0, :t:1, is a result of "splicing" f(x) into two pieces. The smooth approximation 
(Figure lb) is obtained by employing the Bernoulli method with Q = 4 in each subinterval. 
Figure 2 shows the logarithmic pointwise errors using the Bernoulli method for N = 16 with 
respect to Q, the order of Bernoulli polynomial. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. 
ei3.S~rz eil5.8~z 
f(x) = ~ + 1-~' x e [-1, 1]. (2.17) 
This more complicated example provides insight for the resolution properties of the Bernoulli 
method and the Gegenbauer method (Section 3). Figure 3 shows the logarithmic pointwise rrors 
for N -- 128. Notice that the accuracy decreases when Q -- 6. Unfortunately, this is true even if 
the jump coefficients are known explicitly and system (2.14), which may be ill-conditioned, need 
not be solved. 
2 i 
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I ~ f i ,  / 
I '],%', ,, . . . . .  , ,,.-"~' : 
+\  v // v A!," " . . . .  ; " ' .  ~ ',: ~ .":, 
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IN  /1~ , " -  . . . .  " "  ' 
I1 \ ~ / IG - -+X2---6-- . "  
-71~ ~ / I~ " - -  . - "  ) 
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 x 
F igure 3. Bernoul l i  method pointwise convergence for Example  2.2 w i th  respect to Q 
for N = 128. 
3. THE GEGENBAUER METHOD 
3.1. Rev iew of the Gegenbauer  Method  
The Gegenbauer method was developed in [4] where it was shown that knowledge of the Fourier 
coefficients of a continuous but nonperiodic function provide enough information to recover this 
function with spectral accuracy, even at the boundaries. 
The Gegenbauer expansion for such a function f(x),  x E [-1, 1] is defined as 
OO 
fix) = Z ]tCtix)' (3.1) 
l=O 
where ] :  are the Gegenbauer coefficients based on the function f(x) defined by 
]~=.-~l ~_] (1-x2)+~-1/2Cp(x)f(x)dx. 
The Gegenbauer method is described in these two steps. 
1. An exponentially accurate approximation to the first m ,~ N coefficients ] :  in the Gegen- 
bauer expansion is obtained from the first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients of fix). The pa- 
rameter A must grow with the number of Fourier modes for exponential convergence, but 
it is possible to yield algebraic onvergence for a fixed A. These approximate coefficients, 
denoted ~:, are defined as 
1 / '  (1 - x2) A-t/2 Ct(x)fN(x ) dx, (3.2) 
Ot  ~----- h'-~ " J -1  
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where fN(x) = zN=_N /(k)¢ 
2. The coefficients ~ are now used in the partial Gegenbauer sum to approximate he original 
function f (x )  as 
tFL 
= (3 .3)  
l=O 
There are two errors incurred here. The error between the exact Gegenbauer coefficients 
and the ones obtained from the Fourier coefficients i called the t runcat ion error, and the error 
between the Gegenbauer expansion of f (x )  and its approximated partial sum is known as the 
regularization error. In [4], both approximations are proven to converge xponentially in the 
maximum norm. Since this paper also proves the exponential convergence of the Gegenbauer 
method in two dimensions, we have included an appendix that contains ome important properties 
of the Gegenbauer polynomials. 
3.2. Numer ica l  Resu l ts  of  the  Gegenbauer  Method 
For simplicity we fix ~ -- 5, although this is not optimal, and choose m, the number of 
Gegenbauer polynomials, to minimize the error at the boundaries. We assume knowledge of the 
Fourier coefficients in the subdomains [-1,0] and [0, 1] for both of the examples in Section 2.2. 
Figure 4a clearly shows that the Gegenbauer approximation of Example 2.1 is not well enough 
resolved for N = 8, as is particularly evident at x = :t:1 and x = 0. However, smooth results are 
obtained in Figure 4b employing the Gegenbauer method with N = 32. 
The logarithmic values of the pointwise errors for Example 2.1, when N = 8, 16, 32, 64 is 
shown in Figure 5, and the errors for Example 2.2 when N = 32, 64, 128, and 256 are in Figure 6. 
Clearly, we cannot resolve the boundaries in Example 2.2 when N _< 128. 
- -  Exact 
1.0 . . . .  Gegenbauer  
0.5 
x 
o.o / 
¢ / 
I I a # 
I re 
-0.5 ~ j~ 
~'t 11 
-1.0 
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0,5 1.0 x 
Figure 4a. Approximation off (x)  = e il"4~x using the Gegenbauer method for N = 8. 
3.3. The  Gegenbauer -Bernou l l i  Method  
The Gegenbauer-Bernoulli method developed here is a hybrid method combining the Gegen- 
bauer and Bernoulli methods. As observed in [7], the Gegenbauer method suffers from round-off 
error for a large number of Gegenbauer polynomials, m, particularly when using the pseudo- 
spectral Fourier coefficients. We would like to counteract this error by resolving the function 
33:11-C 
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Gegenbauer Approximation 
1.0 
0.5 
x ~'0.0 
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Figure 4b. Approximation of f(x) = e i l '4~rx  using the Gegenbauer method 
for N = 32. 
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Figure 5. Pointwise error convergence using the Gegenbauer method for Example 2.1 
with respect to N for N -- 8, 16, 32, 64. 
with m as small as possible. The hybrid method suggested here involves first preprocessing 
the truncated Fourier sum with the Bernoulli method, and then determining the Gegenbauer 
coefficients, and finally expanding these preprocessed Gegenbauer coefficients in terms of the 
Gegenbauer polynomials. Again, we note that the method is applied to different subdomains and 
then the results are "glued" together to approximate f(x) in the general domain. 
We rewrite f(x) as 
Q 
f(x) = w(x) + ~ AnVn(x), 
n=O 
and approximate f(x) by fN(X) in the following way. 
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Figure 6. Pointwise error convergence applying the Gegenbauer method to Exam- 
ple 2.2 for N = 32, 64, 128, and 256. 
1. Solve the system of equations for the jump coefficients An, 
Q 
~ An (l?,~)k = ](k). 
n=0 
2. Determine the coefficients ~(k), 
Q 
n=0 
3. Evaluate the Fourier partial sum for w(x), 
N 
WN(X) = ~ w(k)e ~k'~. 
k=--N 
4. Compute fN(x) as 
Q 
IN(X) = WN(X) + ~ A.V.(x). 
n=0 
5. Using the Bernoulli method approximation as the preprocessed Fourier sum, we can ap- 
proximate the Gegenbauer coefficients by 
1 f (1 - x2) ~-W2 C~(x)fg(x)dx. Ol'X'= hV 1 
6. The Gegenbauer coefficients obtained are then used in the partial Gegenbauer sum to 
approximate the original function f(x). 
m 
/=0 
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Figure 7a. Logarithmic pointwise rrors employing the Gegenbauer-Bernoulli method 
for f (x )  = e i~'anx with N = 32, A = 5, and Q < 6. 
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F igure 7b. Logar i thmic  pointwise errors employ ing the Gegenbauer-Bernoul] i  method  
for .f(x) = (eia's~rx)/4 -t- (eiZS"s~r=)/16 with N = 256, A = 5, and Q < 6. 
3.4.  Numer ica l  Resu l t s  of the  Gegenbauer -Bernou l l i  Method  
Figure 7a shows the convergence rate of the Gegenbauer-Bernoulli method with respect o Q, 
the highest order of Bernoulli polynomials used in the approximation, for Example 2.1, while 
Figure 7b shows the convergence rate for Example 2.2. A clear improvement is made by the 
Bernoulli preprocessing, although the function is still not resolved for N <_ 128. In Figure 7b, we 
note that the approximation does not improve after Q = 5. 
Table 1 compares the numerical errors of Example 2.1 for the Bernoulli and Gegenbauer- 
Bernoulli method with respect to Q and N. (The Gegenbauer method is equivalent o the 
Gegenbauer-Bernoulli method with Q = 0.) To obtain an accuracy of the order 10 -2, we can 
choose either the Bernoulli method with N -- 8 and Q = 2 or the Gegenbauer-Bernoulli method 
with N = 16 and Q = 1. The Bernoulli method yields an accuracy of 10 -4 with N -- 8, 
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while the Gegenbauer-Bernoull i  method requires N = 16. To obtain an accuracy of 10 -s ,  both 
methods require N > 32, while only the Gegenbauer-Bernoull i  method is able to produce an 
accuracy better than 10 - s  and requires N = 64. Thus, we see that if less accuracy is required, 
the Bernoulli method works better with fewer points, but for greater accuracy, we need the 
Gegenbauer-Bernoull i  method with more points. 
Table 1. Absolute maximum error for f(x) = e il'4'rz, x E [-1, 1], using the Bernoulli 
method (B) and the Gegenbauer-Bernoulli method (GB) with N = 16, 32, and 64. 
Q B--8 GB--8 B--16 GB--16 B--32 GB--32 B----64 GB--64 
0 .81 .46 .81 .14 .81 1.8E-3 .81 4.5E-4 
1 9.9E-2 4.2E-2 4.5E-2 1.2E-2 2.2E-3 1.8E-4 2.1E-2 5.1E-6 
2 1.6E-2 6.3E-2 3.1E-3 4.7E-3 6.9E-4 2.7E-5 1.7E-4 9.8E-8 
3 3.2E-3 4.9E-2 2.3E-4 4.5E-4 2.4E-5 2.1E-6 2.7E-6 2.0E-9 
4 8.3E-4 5.3E-2 2.0E-5 1.5E-4 8.7E-7 3.0E-7 5.1E-8 5.2E-11 
5 3.0E-4 5.2E-2 1.8E-6 5.4E-5 3.3E-8 2.0E-8 2.0E-7 1.9E- 10 
6 1.8E-4 5.2E-2 1.8E-7 6.1E-5 3.8E-8 3.6E-8 5.9E-6 6.6E-9 
Table 2 corresponds to the convergence rate using the Bernoulli and Gegenbauer-Bernoull i  
methods for Example 2.2. An accuracy of 10 -4 can be obtained by the Bernoulli method for 
N > 32 and for N >_ 64, the Bernoulli method achieves an accuracy of 10 -7. Clearly, the 
Gegenbauer-Bernoull i  method does not converge for N _< 128. 
Table 2. Maximum error for Example 2.2 in the full domain [-1, 1] using the Bernoulli 
method (B) and the Gegenbauer-Bernoulli method with A = 5(GB) where N = 64, 
128, and 256. 
I 
Q B--32 GB--32 B--4M GB---=64 B--128 GB--128 B--256 GB--256 
0 9.7E-2 .52 9.7E-2 31.7 9.7E-2 .85 9.7E-2 3.1E-3 
1 1.3E-2 .52 5.9E-3 31.7 2.9E-3 .85 1.4e-3 1.6E-4 
2 3.9E-3 .52 7.3E-4 31.7 1.6E-4 .85 3.9E-5 6.4E-6 
3 1.8E-3 .52 1.3E-4 31.7 1.3E-5 .85 1.5E-6 3.4E-7 
4 9.6E-4 .52 2.9E-5 31.7 1.3E-6 .85 4.1E-7 9.6E-8 
5 5.7E-4 .52 6.6E-6 31.7 6.1E-7 .85 4.9E-5 1.3E-5 
6 3.6E-4 .52 9.0E-7 31.7 3.1E-5 .85 5.1E-3 1.1E-2 
This table does not reflect the results for larger N, but experiments indicate that  the Gegen- 
bauer method will suffer from round-off error for very large N due to the regulartization error 
(see Section 3). 
Figures 8 and 9 correspond to Table 2. Figure 8 compares the maximum error convergence 
rate of the Bernoulli method and the Gegenbauer-Bernoulli method with respect to Q and N,  
while Figure 9 depicts the maximum errors convergence with respect o Q for each method when 
N = 128 and N = 256. 
3.5. Operat iona l  Order  Compar i son  
Implementat ion costs of the Bernoulli and the Gegenbauer methods indicate that  while the 
Gegenbauer method is quite expensive, the Bernoulli method is trivial to compute. 
Basically, the cost of the Bernoulli method is only in computing the system (2.14), which is 
a Q x Q matrix solving the 2N + 1 equations for t~(k) in equation (2.12), and then finding the 
Fourier partial sum for wg(x) in equation (2.15). This can be solved using the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT)  algorithm. 
On the other hand, the Gegenbauer method is rather expensive, where the big expense is 
incurred when computing the Gegenbauer coefficients ~)~, 
1 /_ l  (1 - x2) "~-1/2 C~(x)flv(x) dx. 
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Figure 8. Logarithmic max imum errors for Example 2.2 and x E [ -1 ,  1] employing 
(a) Gegenbauer-Bernoul l i  with A = 5 and (b) Bernoulli method for N = 32, 64, 128, 
256, and Q < 6. 
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Figure 9. Logarithmic max imum errors for Example 2.2, x E [--1, 1], using the 
Gegenbauer-Bernoul l i  with .~ = 5 (circles) and Bernoull i  method (squares) for (a) 
N= 128 and (b) N=256forQ<6.  
This involves solving an integral for each 0 < l < m. Gauss-Labotto quadrature is necessary in 
solving this integral with sufficient accuracy [8] The Gauss-Labotto formula is given by 
N /1 
where co = CN = 2 and cj = 1 fo r j  = 1 . . . .  ,N -  1 and xj = cos(Trj/N). We therefore solve 
fg (x )  in equation (3.2) on the Gauss-Labotto points, and hence cannot employ the FFT.  
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The other minor expenses are in solving the sum (3.3) 
/=0 
and in computing the Gegenbauer polynomials C/~(x), which satisfy the recursive relationship, 
(l + 1)C/'+,(x) = 2(~ + O(x)C~(x)  - (2~ + l - 1)C~_,(x). 
4. D ISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS FOR THE 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL "SPLICED" FUNCTIONS 
Our studies, thus far, point to some interesting observations about approximating one- 
dimensional smooth functions that have been "spliced" into nonintersecting subdomains. 
It appears that the Bernoulli method yields more satisfactory results than the Gegenbauer- 
Bernoulli method for these particular examples. The Bernoulli method is easier to employ and 
significantly ess costly than the Gegenbauer method. It also requires far fewer points to resolve 
the function. It remains to be seen how much further the Bernoulli method may still be improved, 
particularly for solving the system (2.14). In [9], the Q x Q system is solved for k = N, N - 
1,..., N -Q+I  and for an over-determined 2Q x Q system for k = N, N -  1,. . . ,  N -2Q+I .  Much 
work was done in order to avoid the inevitable ill-conditioning ofthe matrix in (2.14). It has been 
suggested in [7] (in regards to another Gegenbaner-type hybrid approximation method) to use 
the Gegenbauer method to obtain the jump coefficients. This will eliminate the ill-conditioning 
of the system (2.14) at the cost of requiring more points to resolve the function. In our examples, 
we used k = N, N/2, 2N/3,.. . ,  [(Q - 1)N]/(Q) and obtained very good results. 
Although we have discussed only simple problems, there is already a noticeable trend of de- 
teriorating accuracy in the Bernoulli method, when both the number of Fourier coefficients and 
the order of Bernoulli polynomials i increased. (See Tables 1 and 2.) It is also apparent in both 
Examples 2.1 and 2.2 that this deterioration happens even when the exact jump coefficients are 
explicitly known. Thus, it is not only the ill-conditioning ofsystem (2.14) that causes inaccuracy. 
This may severely impact he Bernoulli method's effectiveness when large N and Q are needed 
theoretically to resolve the function, and must be investigated further. 
Another consideration is that we have assumed knowledge of the jump discontinuity locations. 
The Bernoulli method has been developed to locate jump discontinuities, but not without affecting 
the accuracy of the approximation [5]. This is still being investigated for the Gegenbauer method, 
although it has been shown in [10] that the method works well as we approach the discontinuity. 
This is promising in the sense that even if only an approximate location of the discontinuity is 
known, accurate (even spectral) results using the Gegenbauer method can still be obtained. 
The Gegenbauer method has another promising feature, which is the tolerance of perturbations 
in input data. Numerical experiments suggest hat the Gegenbauer method still retains high 
accuracy when recovering functions from noisy data. Unfortunately, the Bernoulli method oes 
not yield such good results. 
The biggest challenge facing the Gegenbauer and hybrid Gegenbauer-Bernoulli methods is the 
cost and severe resolution restrictions. By "splicing" the picture into different nonintersecting 
subdomains, we can data-parallelize and solve for each "spliced" function with smaller N, and 
thus the Gegenbaner method becomes quite reasonable to compute. This parallelization will be 
the topic of a future paper. 
Still, of course, is the imminent discussion of higher dimensions. It is clear that the Bernoulli 
method will be more difficult in higher dimensions, ince we are no longer computing the jump 
coefficients of single points, but rather of functions. These are only algebraic approximations of 
the Fourier coefficients, so the one-dimensional theory in [5] does not apply. 
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More specifically, given ]kj, the two-dimensional Fourier coefficients, we write the double 
partial Fourier sum fN(X, y) as 
N N 
-~ J k,l • 
k=-N l=-N  
Upon defining 
N 
ak = E h' le i l~rY'  
l=-N  
we can write fN(x, y) as 
N 
k=-N 
Unfortunately since f(x, y) is not periodic in y, these 5k serve as a poor approximation to the 
analytic one-dimensional Fourier coefficients, as they already have the Gibbs phenomenon built 
in. Thus, we cannot apply integration by parts to ak which is critical to the Bernoulli method 
(Section 2). 
However, the Gegenbauer method extends quite easily into two dimensions, as is shown in the 
following two sections. The numerical results are shown in Section 7. 
5. TRUNCATION ERROR FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
FUNCTIONS 
We now discuss the "spliced" function in two dimensions. We assume that for a smooth 
function f(x,y) defined on -1  _< x < 1 and -1  < y < 1, we have the Fourier coefficients for 
the quadrants: -1  < x_< 0, -1  < y < 0; -1  < x < 0, 0_  y < 1; 0_< x <_ 1, -1  < y < 0; 
and 0 < x _< 1, 0 < y < 1. We prove our results in the following two sections for the interval 
x E [-1, 1] and y E [-1, 1] and note that the proofs are valid for any general interval. 
Assume that f(x,y) is an analytic but nonperiodic function defined for x E [-1, 1] and y E 
[-1, 1]. Also assume that the Fourier coefficients of f(x, y), 
i f f  f ( x, y )e-ik~X e-a'y dx dy, (5.1) Ctk'l -~- "4 1 1 
are given. 
The Fourier partial sum is therefore also known, 
N N 
-k,l~ ~ . ( ).5.2 
k=-N l=-N 
Recall that f(x, y) must be periodic in both x or y to ensure rapid convergence of the partial 
sum SN(z,y).  
The Fourier coefficients 5kj satisfy the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 5.1. lak,tl <_ A, independent of k, l, where A is independent of k and I. This is 
true for any f(x, y) e L1. 
The goal is to recover f(x, y) for x e [-1, 1] and y E [-1, 1] using the two-dimensional Gegen- 
bauer coefficients and Gegenbauer partial sum. We note here that any piecewise analytic function 
f(x, y) can be recovered in an interval for which the function is analytic, as our examples will 
show in Section 7. For simplicity of notations, we will prove exponential accuracy only for func- 
tions that are analytic for x E [-1, 1] and y e [-1, 1], although the proofs can be easily extended 
for any general interval. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. The two-dimensional Gegenbauer partial sum approximating f (x, y) is defined 
by 
~T~I m2 
where the first mlm2 coefficients ~1,~2 based upon the Gegenbauer polynomials C~(~) with J P.l ,#2 ' 
weight function (1 - x2)~1-1/2(1 - y2)~2-1/2 for any constants A1, A2 _> O, are defined by 
~,A2 1 /_] /_" (1 x2)~-(U2)(1 2 ~2-(1/2) ~ ~2 -- - - y ) C;, (x)C;2 (y)f(x, y) dx dy, (5.4) 
where 0 < #1 <_ ml, 0 < #2 _ m2, x e [-1, 1], y • [-1, 1], and the Gegenbauer polynomials 
C~(~) are defined by (A.1). 
The Gegenbauer expansion of f (x ,y)  for -1  < x < 1 and -1 _< y _< 1 is given as 
oo oQ 
(5.5) 
~1----0 #2----0 
where the coefficients f~,~2 are defined in (5.4). J #1 ,#2 
Of course, f~'~2 is not known, but rather an approximation based on the Fourier partial sum, J D1 ,D2 
fN(X, y), as defined in (5.2). This approximation, ~ ,~2 is defined by 
• "T # 1 ,P'2 
#,,lZa hAi/~Aa (1 - -X2)  A`- (1 /2)  (1 -y~)A'-(1/2>C~(x)O~(y)fN(x,y)dxdy. (5.6) 
'~/~I '°#2 1 1 
DEFINITION 5.2. The truncation error is defined by 
.~'0 m~ (~1 TE(A~,A2,ml,m2, N) : max E [[':~,~2 _[~x, ,~ ~ ~: ~# "1 ,"2 ~1 , '2 ]  C~l (X)C ;2  ' (5 .7)  - - l<z<l  
-- l<_y~l /~2=0 
where ~M,x~ - - J  ~x~,A: are defined in equations (5.4) and (5.6). The truncation error describes J~ l~2 [:~11{A ~f~l~2 
how well • ^A~ ~ the coefliemnts gm:.~ approximate the actual Gegenbauer coefficients f~  ,~ 
J #1 , P ,2  " 
In the next two theorems, we bound the truncation error in terms of N, m~, m2, A1, and A2. N 
corresponds to the number of given Fourier coefficients 5kJ, while ml and m2 are the number of 
Gegenbauer polynomials given in the double sum Gegenbauer xpansion. A1 and A2 are the orders 
of the Gegenbauer polynomials. Since the theorems are a direct extension of the one-dimensional 
case, we will simply sketch the proofs and refer readers to [4] for details. 
THEOREM 5.1. If f (x,y) is an L2 function for -1 < x < 1 and -1 < y <_ 1, then there exists a 
constant A, independent ofA~, A2, ml, m2, and N, such that the truncation error defined in (5.7) 
satisfies the following estimate: 
TE(A1, A2, ml,  m2, N) _< 
A(ml + A1)(m2 + A2)F(ml + 2Ax)r(m2 + 2A2)r(A1)r(A2) ( 2 ) ~,+x:-2 
(-m~: ~-  1)!r(2A1)r(2A~) ~-~ (5.s) 
PROOF. Consider a special function f(x, y) = ein~'~e ~ with [nil, In2] > N. In this particular 
case, f g(x, y) = 0 causing 
"""~'" ~m":]C; '(1)C;~( )= h~i ~ (5.9) 
× (1 - -  - e C ,~ (y )  dy. 
hA 2 1 
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The explicit expression given in [11] for the one-dimensional integral in equation (5.9) is 
1__ 1 (l_~2)~_i/Se~,~C~(~)dx=F(A) ~ i'(#+A)J,+~(rn), (5.10) h~ 
where Jv(~) is the Bessel function. Since IJv(~)] <_ 1 for all ~ and u > 0, each integral in 
equation (5.9) can be estimated by 
CA(1);h~ 1 (1--,2)~-l/2ein'¢C:(~)d~ _<(m + A)F(m + 2A)F(A) (2 ,F (2A)  ~)~ , (5.11) 
where 0 _< # _< m. The estimate (5.11) is obtained first by using the inequality (A.4) on C~(() 
and then noting that [(/~ + A)F(# + 2A)]/(#!) is an increasing function of #. 
Applying the results of the estimate (5.11) to the two-dimensional special case function 
f (x ,  y) = ein'IrXe in21r~ with [nil, [n2[ > N, we see that 
v. , , . .  -~. , , . . j  ~,(1)~.(1) ,  m,!r(2~,) \~2  
(ms + ~s)r(ms + 2A2)r(~) { 2 ~ '  (5.12) 
x 
Returning to the general function f (x ,  y), we have 
f(~,y) - ]~(z,y) = ~ ~ ~k,~e'~ ''~, (5.13) 
I~l>g Iq>g 
and thus 
TE(A1,As,ml ,m2,N)<_ max max \ , ,~ , ,2 -y ,~, ,~)C~, (  ) ,~(y) 
0_<#l_<ml - l<x<l  
0</~2_<m~ - l<y_<l 
(~"~ ~-~"~ '  ~1~  (1)] ~_ mlm2 max \, ,~,2 -- Y~, 2J m x ~m2 
O<_m <_m~ 
O~_D2~_m2 
_< A(m~ + A1)r(m~ + 2A~)r(A~) 
(m~ - 1 ) ! r (2~)  
(~s + ~s)r(~2 + 2~s)r(~s) ( 2 ~,+~2-2 
x .~=~ ~]  , 
where in the second step we used the fact that CA(~) _< CA(1 ) for all -1  < ~ < 1 [12], and in the 
third step we applied the estimates (5.12) and (5.13). | 
The results of Theorem 5.1 leads directly to the exponential convergence of the truncation 
error. 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume that f (x ,  y) is an L2 [unction with known Fourier coefficients ~,~ where 
-N  _< k, l <_ N. Let A1 = a~N, A~ = a2N, m~ = fl~N, and ms = flsN where a~, a~, ill,/~2 are 
positive constants. Then, the truncation error defined in (5.7) satisfies 
TE(A~, A2, ml, ms, N) <_ AN4qlg q N, (5.14) 
where 
(ill q" 2a l )  'O'+s°~' 
q~= (2~~)" ,o4"~'~'  ' 
(~s + 2~)~,+~, (5.15) 
~s= (2~e)~,Z~  
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In particular, if al =/31 = a2 =/32 = (27r)/27 ~ (1/4), then 
ql = q2 = e -(2~)/27 ~ 0.8 < 1. (5.16) 
PROOF. The proof is attained simply by applying Stirling formula (A.7) and some straight- 
forward algebra to the estimate (5.8). 
We should note that the choices here for the parameters a l ,  a2, ~1, ~2 are made to simplify the 
proof of exponential convergence of the truncation error, but they are not optimal. 
6. REGULARIZAT ION ERROR 
As shown in [4] for the one dimensional case, the second part of the Gegenbauer approximation 
error, called the regularization error, is caused by the Gegenbaner partial sum approximation to 
the analytic function f (x ,  y). The regularization error is estimated in the maximum norm. 
DEFINITION 6.1. The regularization error is defined by 
f (x ,  m, m~ RE(A1,A2,ml,m2) max Y) E ~ ^~"~ hi ~ = - f ; i , t ,2  C;, (x)C 2 (y )  . (6.1) 
- - l ' (x ' (1  -l<_y_<l p.l=O p,2=O 
The exponential convergence of the regularization error has already been proved for the one 
dimensional case in [4], and here we just extend the results into two-dimensions. We start by 
stating the following assumption and 1emma. 
ASSUMPTION 6.1. Let f (x ,y )  be an analytic [unction for -1  <_ x <_ 1 and -1  <_ y <_ 1. Then, 
there exists constants pl >_ 1, P2 >_ 1, C(pl, p2) such that, for every #1, #2 _> 0, 
d~l+t'2 f t "?,! < 
_l<~x<l dx ttl dye2 - -1 r__ 
-1<y_<1 
This is a standard assumption for analytic [unctions [13]. 
LEMMA 6.1. The Gegenbauer coefficient f~:,~ as defined in equation (5.4) of an analytic function 
satisfying Assumption 6.1 is bounded by 
f /X1,A2 ,~,~ <_ AC(pl,p2) 
r (~ + 1/2)r(#1 + 2),,) r (~  + 1/2)r(z: + 2~:) 
× h~(2;1) , l r (2~)r(z1 + ~ + 1) h~(2p2).~r(2~2)r(,2 + ~2 + 1)  (6.3) 
PROOF. Applying Rodrigues' formula (A.1) and equation (A.2) to the definition oi ~ .rh,~x',t,2'~2 in (5.4) 
and performing integration by parts #x + #2 times yields 
~ fl dp1+.~ x2)m+A,_l/2( 1 y2).2+),._i/2dxdy" 
x dxz'dy"~ f (x ,  y) (1 - - 
1 1 
Assumption 6.1, equations (A.5) and (A.6), and the fact that C~(~) = 1 lead to the result 
tuAl,,k < G(~I ,~I)~()~2,#2)C(pI ,p2)TrF(#I  -~-~1 -~- 1/2)F(#2 -F A2 + 1/2) 
~,t,2 - ~;~l~X22t,~+t,~p~p~p2t,~(/z ~ + A~)(/z2 + A2)F(#~ + A~)F(tt~ + A~) 
Substituting in the value for F(# + A), we obtain equation (6.3). | 
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We use Lemma 6.1 and Assumption 6.1 to establish an estimate for the regularization error in 
the maximum norm. 
THEOREM 6.1. If f (x,  y) is an analytic function defined above satisfying Assumption 6.1, then 
the regularization error defined in equation (6.1) can be hounded by 
RE(A1, A2, ml, m2) 
< C(pl, p2)r(,~l "~" 1/2)F(A2 + 1/2)I~(ml + 2)~1 + 1)I~(m2 -~ 2)~2 ~- 1) (6.4) 
- mlm22ml+m2p~lp~2F(2A1)F(2A2)F(m1 + A1)F(m2 + A2) 
PROOF. Using the estimate (A.8) and equation (6.3), we obtain 
I~A,,A2 C(P 1' P2)r(.~l J¢- I/2)r(~2 J¢- I/2)F(~I + 2~I)I~(~2 +2.~2) (6.5) 
Let us define 
AC(p)r(A + 1/2)r(~ + 2A) 
B(~) = vq(2p)~r(2~)r(,  + A) 
Then by applying the bound (6.5) and the using fact that IC~(~)[ < C~(1) for all -1  _< ~ _< 1, 
we obtain 
oo oo 
RE(,~I, )~2, ml, m2) = max Z Z # ~,,~2 fat 'A2 ('7AI (~ ('~" A2 Y ) - I  ' - - ' - .2  
- - l<x<l  - - l~y~l  /~l=ml'[-1 ~2=m~q-1 
oo oo 
--< Z Z B(#I)B(#2) 
/~1 =mlq-1 ~2 =m2-'~l 
~_ B(ml + 1)B(m2 + 1) 4(ml 
+ A1)(m2 + A2) 
mlm2 
A c(pl, p2)r(A1 _+ _+ 1/2)r( 1 +_ 2A1)r(m + 2_A ) 
< v Tv (2m)  (2p2) 2r(2A1)r(2A2)r( 1 + A1)r( 2 + A2)" ! 
We now prove that the regularization error defined in (6.1) is ez'ponentially small when A1 
and A2 grow linearly with ml and m2, respectively. 
THEOREM 6.2. If A1 = ")'1ml and A2 = 72m2 where ~/1 and 72 are positive constant, then the 
regularization error defined in (6.1) satisfies 
RE(A1, A2, ml, m2) <_ Aq~'q~ , (6.6) 
where q~ for i = 1, 2 is given by 
(I -{- 2"yi) l+2v' 
q~ = pi2~+2~/7,(1 +'~i)~+~ , (6.7) 
which is always less than 1. In particular, if~/i = 1 and mi -- f~iN where f~i is a positive constant, 
then 
RE(A1, A2, ml, ms) _< AqNq N, (6.8) 
with 
( 27~ ~ 
q~ = \ 32p~ ] " (6.9) 
PROOF. The proof follows from the application of Stirling's formula (A.7) to the bound proved 
in Theorem 6.1. Some algebra leads to equations (6.6) and (6.7), where A involves contributions 
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from pi, where i = 1,2. The value qi defined in equation (6.7) is a strictly increasing function 
of 74- As 'h  ~ ec, wehaveq i  ~ (1/pi) <: 1. Henceqi < (1/pi) _< 1 for allTi > 0. Now, by 
substituting in the value 7i = 1 and ms = f~iN we obtain the estimates in (6.8) and (6.9). | 
Summarizing the theorems proved thus far in this section, the following theorem states the 
exponential decay of the regularization error. 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that f (x,  y) is an analytic function for -1  < x < 1 and -1  <_ y <_ 1 that 
satisfies Assumption 6.1. Let ~,~2 be the Gegenbauer coefficients defined in equation (5.4) for a IA1J~2 
0 < #1 <_ ml  and 0 < #2 <_ m2. For simplicity, let A1 = ml and A2 = m2. Then, 
rnl m2 
max f (x ,y )  - ~ 52  ,m,~2f~l'A2C~'(x)C~(Y)v,, _< AqlN q N, (6.10) 
--15x<1 
--1~y_<1 ~1=0 #2--0 
where q~, { = 1, 2 is defined in equation (6.9). 
The proof is simply a combination of all the previous results. | 
We can now combine the results we obtain from Section 5 and Section 6 to establish an 
exponentially convergent approximation to a piecewise analytic and nonperiodic two-dimensional 
function in the maximum norm with information of the first (2N + 1) 2 Fourier coefficients. (We 
did not actually examine piecewise analytic functions here, but the theory is just a generalization 
of the results established here.) In Section 5, we established that the Gegenbauer coefficients can 
be effectively (with exponential convergence) approximated using the information provided by 
the Fourier coefficients, and in Section 6, we showed that the Gegenbauer partial sum converges 
exponentially to f (x ,  y). Combining these two pertinent results we state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.4. Consider and analytic and nonperiodic function f (x ,  y) where -1  < x < 1 and 
-1  <_ y <_ 1 that satisfies Assumption 6.1. Assume we are given the Fourier coefficients 
ak'! "-~ "4 1 1 f (x ,  y)e- ik 'xe- i~Y dx dy 
for -N  < k,l  < N. Then for A1 = ml  = ~IN and A2 = m2 = f~2N, we have 
max y ) -  ~ 52 [?~::~C~(x)C~:(y) < ATN4qTq T + A R (qlR) N (qR) N , (6.11) 
- - l<x<l  
- l<y<l  /~1=0 /~2=0 
where qT and qT are defined in equation (5.15.) and qR and q2 R are defined in equation (6.9), 
and f~l = f~2 < (27re)/27. 
PROOF. The total error of the partial Gegenbauer xpansion approximation, g~l'~2 (x, y), to the 
function f (x ,  y), is defined as 
a AI'A2 (X ~'~ E(AI,A2, ml ,m2)= max ] f (x ,y) -~m, ,m2 ~ ,~j[ 
- -1<x<1 
-1<y<1 
= max f (x ,y ) -  ~ ~ ^~1,~2 Xl ~2 . - l<x<l  g"*'"2 6~1 (x)C;2 (y) 
-l_<y_~l ~1=0 ~2=0 
Thus, the total error is bounded by the sum of the regulavization error and the truncation error, 
i.e., 
rn 1 vn2 
E(A1,A2,ml,m2)_< max f (x ,y ) -  ~ Z J,l,,2fx"X2C~l(x]C)~2( , ,2 
- - l~_x<l 
- - l<y~l  DI~---O ~2 =0 
I#l~10 m2 mlm2 
+ max 52 a ]I'I ~P,2 ~i "~ ] P.2 ",~-' • ~]~I~A2 v~t~ 1 ~, 1--~2 ko/ 
--l<x<l 
--l<_y_<l /~2=0 ~1=0 Iz2=O 
where the first term is estimated by Theorem 6.3 and the second by Theorem 5.2. This concludes 
the proof. | 
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7. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 
We consider a simple example that clearly shows how effective the Gegenbauer method is in 
two dimensions. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. 
f ( x ) : gi2.31rz-bi1.21ry, 
where we are given the first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients of the "spliced" function in each quadrant: 
-1  ~ x < 0, -1  < y < 0; -1  < x_< 0, 0 g y g 1; 0 <_ x < 1, -1  < y < 0and0 < x_< 1, 
0<y_<l .  
1.0 
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
Figure 10. Approximation of f (z)  = e i2"zlfx+il'2#~ for N -- 32 using the Fourier 
partial sum in each subdomain. 
I° 3 
0.0 x~ 
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
Figure 11. Approximation of f(z)  = e i2"3~x+il'2~y for N = 32 using the Gegenbauer 
method in each subdomain. 
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Figure 10 shows the contour plot of Example 7.1 using the Fourier partial sum for N -- 32. 
Notice how the Gibbs' phenomenon affects the boundaries of each quadrant. The Gegenbauer 
method completely eliminates this phenomenon for N = 32, as shown in Figure 11. We see a 
more colorful representation f this improvement in Figures 12 and 13. 
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Figure 12. Approximation of f (x )  = e i2"3~'x+il'2"xy for N = 32 using the Fourier 
partial sum in each subdomain. 
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Figure 13. Approximation of f (x )  = e i2"31rx+il '2ny for N = 32 using the Gegenbauer 
method in each subdomain. 
In fact, there is a dramatic improvement of the Gegenbauer method over the Fourier partial 
sum for N = 8 and N = 16, as shown in Figure 14. 
Table 3 shows the convergence of the Gegenbauer method as applied to each subdomain in the 
maximum norm. The maximum error using the Fourier partial sum is 1.077. 
8. CONCLUSION 
Our results in this paper show that the Gibbs phenomenon can be eliminated for "spliced" 
functions in one and two dimensions, as long as the first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients of each 
subdomain function are known. The impact of these results can be considered in two ways. 
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smaller subdomains. This question was also addressed in [7], but the approach was different than 
ours. Second, we can assume that we only have access to the Fourier coefficients of a function 
in wrious subdomains, and hence our method is directly applicable. In any case, parallelization 
can obviously be applied to this type of approach, cutting costs significantly. Although we did 
not prove results for the pseudospectral Fourier coefficients, our results indicate that they will 
also suffice in the Gegenbaner, Bernoulli, and Gegenbauer-Bernoulli methods. Furthermore, the 
Gegenbauer method will tolerate perturbations in the pseudospectral Fourier coefficients. 
This paper did not address a few things that will be discussed in future papers. 
1. The parameters A and m have not been optimized in the two-dimensional Gegenbauer 
method. 
2. In [7], the Gegenbauer method is used to find the jump coefficients. It may be possible to 
use this approach in creating a hybrid method combining the Gegenbauer and Bernoulli 
methods in two dimensions. 
3. We are assuming explicit knowledge of the points of discontinuity. When this information 
is not available, methods for locating discontinuities must be employed, such as [5] or [14], 
which will affect he overall convergence. 
APPENDIX  
GEGENBAUER POLYNOMIALS  
In this section, some useful results are collected about he Gegenbauer polynomials, to be used 
in later sections. The standardization in Bateman [11] is heavily used. 
DEFINITION A.1. The Gegenbauer polynomial CAn(x), for A >_ O, is defined by 
(l -x2)A-1/2 C~n(X) -.~ G()~,n) ~--~n [(X -- X2)n+A-1/2J , ( i .1 )  
where G(A, n) is given by 
G(A,n) = (-1)nF(A + 1/2)r(n + 2A) 
2"nW(2A)F(n + A + 1/2) " (A.2) 
Formula (A.1) is also called the Rodrigues' formula [2, p. 175]. 
Under this definition, for A > 0, 
c (1) = r(n + 
n!r(2A) (A.3) 
and 
[CAn(x)l < CnA(1), -1 < x < 1. (A.4) 
The Gegenbauer polynomials are orthogonal under the weight function (1 - x 2)'x- 1/2 thus 
/ ~(1 - x2) )'-1/2 C~(x)CAn(x) dx = 6k,nh~, (A.5) 
1 
where, for A > 0, 
hAn 1/2.~A,., F(A + 1/2) 
The approximation of the Gegenbauer polynomials for large n and A is dependent upon the 
well-known Stirling's formula for F(x) given by 
(27Q1/2xX+l/2e-x (_ ['(x + 1) <_ (27r)l/2xX+1/2e-Xel/12x, x _> 1. (A.7) 
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LEMMA A.1. There exists a constant A independent of A and n such that 
A_ 1 A 1/2 A1/2 
A-----ICe(I) _< hn ~ < A~- -~C~(1) .  (h.8) (n + 
The proof follows from (A.6) and the Stirling's formula (A. 7). | 
The following lemma to be used later is easily obtained from the Rodrigues' formula (A.1). 
LEMMA A.2. For any A >_ 1 
d G(A, n) ~-3/2 dx [(I x2) A-'/2C~(x)] = (I x 2) A-, - -  - - C~+l (X  ) .  (A .9 )  G (,~-- ~ ,n+ 1) 
The proof follows from taking the derivative on both sides of the Rodrigues' formula (A.1), and 
then using it again on the right-hand side. | 
The following formula [2, p. 176] will also be needed: 
1) CA(X) = 2(?% -~- ~-""'~ ~ [CnA+l(X) -- CnA-l(X) ' (A.10) 
which is true for all A _> 0. 
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